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Please tell us a short story about someone who has benefited from this funding.
When we made our pitch we were requesting funding for the establishment of a child care centre.  As this 
has not been established yet, we do not have anyone who is directly benefiting from this funding as of 
yet.  However, we have come a long way in our project and while young people are still benefiting from a 
very vibrant education program, many more will benefit once the child care centre is established.

Please describe the impact that the specific TFN funding has had.
The impact of the funding from TFN has been enormous.  We have been able to ensure that we have 
policies and procedures and other compliance requirements in place when the centre opens, and 
recently we used a portion of it to pay for registration as a Registered Training Organisation, which will in 
the near future enable us to receive government subsidies for the courses that we put the young people 
through and this will contribute further income to the establishment of the child care centre as well as 
reduce our costs in that we will not be paying third party enrolment fees for our students.  

Since our pitch, we have come a long way.  We have had Signature Projects come on board and they 
have donated their time to draw up the plans and are paying for the Development Application to 
Blacktown City Council who currently have the plans.  Blacktown Council is also very supportive of the 
project.  Signature Projects have called on their contacts to donate time and materials to the project and 
they will manage the project which will provide us with a new education centre consisting of six class 
rooms, with a new child care centre attached at our current address.  This will be done in two parts with 
the “school” rooms being built first behind our current building.  We will then move into the new premises 
while the current building is demolished and the child care centre built on its footprint.

The relationship with KPMG has also been very valuable as they have canvassed their clients in the 
building and construction industries to gain further donations of time and materials to the project.  They 
are also assisting us in launching a “One-in-a-million” campaign with the aim of raising $1,000,000 
through commitments from people/businesses to donate $5,000 per year for 5 years and have already 
received some commitment to this campaign.



Goodman Foundation have also committed to support the project further as it progresses. Because much 
of the establishment of the child care centre will rely on donated labour, progress is slower than it would 
otherwise be.  It was because of this that we decided to go down the path of becoming an RTO.  By 
delivering government subsidized courses we minimize the costs of keeping the education program 
running while establishing the child care centre.  Our constitution was altered to ensure that all profits from 
the child care centre were to be channeled back to the education centre and the development of the child 
care centre.  Although in the first year, profits will not be high, it will also add to our future sustainability in 
the long term.

We are very excited about the direction that the organization is heading and the education centre has 
never been more dynamic through being able to determine our own flexible courses to suit the young 
people’s needs.  We are attracting more and more students each week and the place is “buzzing”. 
Without the funds from TFN, we would not be in this position.  Those funds have made it possible for us to 
take the first leaps in our new direction and begin a path that will assist the whole family construct in the 
future.  In particular, we will be affecting the next generation and this provides an opportunity for us to 
“break the cycle” of unemployment, incomplete education, welfare-dependency and dysfunctional families.

Please provide a quantitative breakdown of how TFN funds have been used
$15,339.00 – compilation of policies and procedures.
$  8,800.00 – Registration of RTO
$  1,790.00 – Other compliance costs

Describe any ways the funding was used that differs from that described your original pitch
Registering as  an RTO was not mentioned in our original pitch, but this became necessary when OTEN-
TAFE, who we had previously provided  the courses in our education program, no longer had a Year 10 
equivalent course to offer.  Although this is not directly related to  the child care centre, it will indirectly 
assist in the establishment of the child care centre through government subsidies for  the courses we run 
in our own right.  It has also enabled us to provide a more suitable, and appropriate course for the young 
people for either  vocational pathways or further education such  as HSC or vocational courses.

How many people have been affected by programs or activities that were supported with TFN 
funding?
We began running the new courses at  the beginning of this term and we have already enrolled 23 people 
in the first four weeks and we are receiving many referrals each week.  Once established, the child care 
centre will also affect many more, and we will be able to work more closely with entire families.

What measures did you use to assess the impact?
We have used the number of enrolments into the course to assess the impact at this stage.



Describe three ways that your organisation has changed in the last 12 months since the event
1. We have become a Registered Training Organisation in our own right which has enabled us to 
provide much more flexible and substantial courses to offer the young people in our education program, 
and this can be expanded to further courses over time.

2. We have gained the support of people and businesses who are determined to make the child care 
centre a reality, and are on the pathway to sustainability and expanded services to both the young people 
in the education program and the next generation.

3. We have a more vibrant education program which can be individually tailored to suit the needs of 
the young people. 

Over the last 12 months, did you receive any additional financial support from anyone you met 
through TFN?
No

Over the last 12 months, did you receive any goods in-kind and/or pro-bono services from 
anyone you met through TFN?
Yes, pro-bono services

What did you receive and from whom?
We received $20,000 pro-bono work from KPMG.  They helped us develop a Business Plan, Strategic 
Plan and Financial Viability Assessment.

How important was TFN funding in helping you achieve your objectives this year?
We wouldn’t have been able to achieve our objectives without TFN funding

Has the TFN pitch coaching and mentoring helped you succesfully secure funding from other 
sources you did not meet through TFN?
Yes

How much and from whom?
We received $50,000 from Goodman Foundation.

What were some of the other benefits of participating in TFN?
We gained greater confidence and between the pitch coaching and the assistance from KPMG, we are in 
a better position to take our proposition to other businesses.

Do you have any other comments or feedback on the TFN experience or funding process?
The experience was very valuable in my understanding of what philanthropists want to hear and how we 
should "sell" our product to future prospective supporters.  Everybody involved was extremely helpful and 
very pleasant to work with.




